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Read Carefully

1 All questions should be attempted. '

Section A (questions 1 to 20)

2 Check that the answer sheet is for Physics Higher (Section A).
3 Answer the questions numbered 1 to 20 on the answer sheet provided .

4 Fill in the details required pp the an~wersheet. ,

5 Rough working , if requireci,shouldbe doneonlyonthis quest ion paper, or on the first two
pages of the ari~~r book provlded-s-noton the answer sheet.

6 For each of the questions 1 to 20 there is only one correct answer and each is worth 1 mark.

7 lnstructlons as to how to record 'your answers to questions 1-20 are givenon page three.

Section B (questions 21 te:> 29)

8 Answer questions numbered 21 to 29 in the answer book provided.

9 Filljn the details on the front of the answer book,

10 Enter the question number clearly in the margin of the answer book beside each of your '
answers to questions 21 to 29. '

11 Care 'should be taken to give an appropriate number of significant figures in the final 'answers
to calculations.
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DATA SHEET
COMMON PHYSICAL-QUANTITIES

Quantity Symbol Value Quantity Symbol Value

Speed of light in
vacuum c 3·00 X 108 ms -1 Mass of electron me 9·11 X 10-31 kg .> '0 . '

.

Magnitude of the --'

charge on an ------..

electron e 1·60 X 10-19 C Mass of neutron mn 1·675 x 10-27 kg

Gravitational , -

acceleration g - 9·8ms-2 Mass of proton ritp
t·67Jx 10-27 kg

.. ~

Planck's constant h 6·63 X 10-34 J s

REFRACTIVE INDICES
The refractive indices refer to sodium light of wavelength 589nm and to .substances at a temperatureofZ'Zf K.

. ' .

Substance Refractive index Substance Refractive index

Diamond 2·42 Water' 1·33

Crown glass 1·50 Air 1·00

SPECTRAL LINES

Element Waoelengthjnui Colour Element Wavelength/nm Colour

Hydrogen 656 Red - Cadmium 644 Red
486 Blue-green 509 Green
'434 Blue-violet 480 Blue
410 Violet :

- ,

bilsers
397 Ultraviolet .'

~ : >

389 Ultraviolet . Element· Wavelength/nm Colour

- Carbon dioxide 955O} InfraredSodium 589 Yellow
10590

H~lium-neon 633 Red

PROPERTIES OF SELECTED MATERIALS

Substance Density/ l)t1elting Point/ Boiling
)

kg m-3- K Point/
K

Aluminium 2·70 x 103 933 2623
Copper 8·96 X 103 1357 2853
Ice 9·20 X 102

273 ....
Sea Water 1·02 X 103

264 377
Water 1·00 X 103 " 273 373 c
Air 1·29 ... . .,.. -.

Hydrogen i 9·0 X 10-2 14- 20

The gas densities refer to a temperature of 273 K and a pressure of 1·01 X 10sPa.
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SEc;TIONA

For questions 1 to 20 in this section of the paper,an"'answerisrecord~don the answer sheet by
indicating the choiceA, H, e, D or E by. a strokemade in ink in the appropriate box of the answer
sheet-See the examplebelow.

EXAMPLE

The energy unit measured by the electricitymeterin your home is the

A ampere

B kilowatt-hour

C watt

D coulomb

E volt.

The correct answer to the question is B-kilowatt-hour. Record your answer by drawing a heavy vertical line
joining the two dots in the appropriate box.on your answer sheet in the column of boxes headed B. The entry
on your answer sheet would now look like this: '

A BeD.·: 'E

on.:..'•."""':"' ., ; m· ··••·.1·· ·.·., [],.,.... . ·.rI,.•. , .,.,···u ·· . u u

If after you have recordedyouransweryou decidethatyou have made .an error and wish to make a change,
you.should cancel the original answer ana put a vertical stroke in the box you now consider to be correct.
Thus, ·if you want to change an answer D to an answer B, your answer sheet would look like this:

If you want to change back to an answer .which has already been scored out, you should enter a tick (.I) to the

RIGHT of the box of your choice, thus:
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SECTIQNA

~Answer questions 1-20 ontheanswer.sheet,

2. 'T he diagram bel~w shows the resultant of two
vectors.

What was the height of the ·~~!~~p,~ra~ove
the ground at the time the" ' s~nabag-:: ,: :was
released? " .- '

a 49·0m

C · 107·5 m

D 122~5m i

E ' l'~li~ $;:tn

1S·,Om

,,3; A helicopter is d~sCt'nding . vertically "at a
constant 'speed of ','a ·Om .'s- l,. . 'A sandbag i~"

". released from 'the helicopter. .T h esandbag hi~$\: -> :

the ground ~.·O slater.

1. Which one of the "f ollowing pai~s ' contains one
vector/quantity and one scalar quantity?

A , Force, kinetic energy ,

13 Power, speed

C Displacement, acceleration

D; Work, potential energy ,

E Momentum, velocity

Which of the
,vectors which

:eSlllt/:

"",..-

diagrams belo~.•......•.~p-o,!~ the
could produc~: ;~ ;:the. ;·~, ,'above

III - )

4. A car of mass 900kg pulls a caravan of mass
,490 kgalong a straight, horizontal road.withan
acceleration of 2·0ms-2

• '

coupIing:r-_'-=--L-_..,:s;::::c...-..

J ~

E

B
,. -.

' C'

o

A 400N

,SOON

800N

1800N
, '/

26(JON~

Assuming that the frictional forces on th:~ '

caravan are negligible; the tension in the
coupling between the car and the-caravan is

7

III

..

B

C -

D

E

' )

/
" ~ '

5. A rocket of' ~mass 5·0 kg ' is travelling
horizontally-with-a speed ' of 200 ms-1 when it
explod-es .in toi two parts. One part, of mass
3·0,kg continues in the original direction with

..'speed of 100 nis:-1.The ,.other part also
continues in this samedirection. Irs speed is

A c lS0ms-1

B 200ms-1

C 300ms-1

D 3S0ms1

E 700ms-1
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6. A block floats in water and two other liquids X
and Y at the levels shown.

A

8. In the diagrams below; 'each resistor .has a
resistance .,of I ·0 ohm.

Select the combination which has the least
value of effective resistance between the
terminals X and Y.

./

liquid Yliquid X '
•~. --~/

water

yXC

B

,E

In the following circuit, the supply has
c negligible .in ternal resistance.

Which ' of , the following statements. is/are
correct?

,I ,T he' density of the material of the 'b lock is
less than the density otwater.

11 .The density of liquid X is less than the
densityof water.

III The density of liquid Xis greaterthanthe > '

density of liquid Y.

E ' 636K.

A 70K

B 90K

C 343K

D 363K

The temperature change on the kelvin .scaleis

A I only

B II only

, C I and I I only

D I and III only

E 11 and III o~ly

7. Ice at-ID °C is heaeedunntir :become~ 'Vv~te_r at
' 80 °C .

Switch S .is now closed.

Which row in the table shows the effect on the
ammeter and voltmeter readings? -

'< ,
B

c

D

E

-

: {!-,n:!n_~ter .,.eading .Voltmeter reading
J . ' ; ,:' ,'

~' - -_. -" ..
. ':.

Increases Increases
,

Increases decreases \
P '"

decreases decreases

decreases Increases
_J

decreases, remains the same
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10. A supply with a sinusoidally alternating output__
of 6·0 V r.m.s. is connected to a 3·0 n resistor.

11. A resistor and an -ammeter are connected to- a
signal generator .having an output of constant
amplitude and variable frequency__

signal 'V
generator

3·0n6·0V'V

Which row in the following table shows the 
peak voltage \across the -resistor and the peak
current in the circuit?

Which of the following igraphs shows -the
__ correct relationship betweerrfhe "cu rren t I: in

the .resistor and the output frequency! of the _
signal generator?

f

f

OK.--------f

[

[

o

c

A

Peak voltagefV Peak current/A

6,[2 2,[2

6,[2 2

6 2

6,[2:-- 1
-2,[2

6 2,[2E

c

A

B

D

D

E [

o f
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12. Which of the following statements is/are' true
'for an ideal op-amp?

I It has infinite input resistance.

II Both input pins are at the same potential.

III The input current to the op-amp is zero.

A I only

, B H only

C I ~dII only ~

' D ' LlandLlLonly

E I, 11and III

15. Sl and S2 are .sou rces of coherent waves which
produce ,an interference pattern along the line
XY.

x

central maximum

Q

R

Y

13. An op-amp circuit is shown in the diagram.

10kn

+1V

The first maximum occurs at P, where
StP = 20 cm and S2P = 18 cm.

For the third -maximum, at R, the path
difference (StR - S2R) is

A 3cm

B 4cm

C 5cm

D 6cm

E 8cm.

16. The spectrum of white light from a filament
lamp may be yiewedusing a prism or a grating.

A . student , asked to compare the spectra
formed by the two methods, made the
'followin g statements.

I The .p rism produces a spectrum by
refraction. The - grating produces a
spectrum by interference.

11 'The spectrum formed .by the prism shows
all the wavelengths present in the white
light. The spectrum formed by the
grating shows only a few specific
wavelengths.

I I I The prism produces a single spectrum.
The grating produces more than one
spectrum.

Which ofthe above statements is/are true?

A -20 V

B -2V

C -0·2 :v~

D 0·2V

E lOV

What is the output voltage .Wo?;:-,

14. The energy of.a water,wave depends on ,its

A speed

B wavelength

C frequency

D ", period

,E amplitude.

A I only

B II only

, C I and 11 only

D I and III only

E I, 11 and III
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17. Red.light passes from air into water.

What happens to the speed and frequency of
the light when itenters the water?

A

B

D

E

Speed Yrequency

Increases increases

Increases stays constant '

decreases stays constant
'----

decreases decreases
-

stays constant decreases

20.; Under'certain conditions, a nucleus of nitrogen"
absorbs an alpha particle to form the nucl~usof. '
another element and releases a single particle.

Which one,.. of . the following statements
correctlydescribes this process? .

B
14 4 .... 17

N
" . 0

7 N +2He~ 10 e+_le .

c

18. The i~tehsity' of light ' from " a '-'~oirit' source is
20 W m -2 at a distance of 5-O 'm from the source.

What is the intensity of the light ·at a distance ' ,
of 25 m from the source?

A O'032Wm-2

.J3 0:80Wm-2

- C l'2W 11l;~2 , '

D 4'OWm-:2

E l00Wm-2

. 19. Ultraviolet .Ja d iation " causes:" '~the emission.

photoelectronsfroma zincplate.v. ".'
.:

The intensity of the ultraviole~ .r~di~tioj.l~ ·:,iS :

increased. Which row in the following .table
shows the effect of this change?

D

E

'14 N. + 4 He ~ 18F + 2 °e7 . . 2 . 9 · -1

l~N +jHe ~ l~O+ Iv

A

B

C

D

Maximum , 'N umber of
kinetic .energy photoelectrons

of a photoelectron per,second

Increases no change

no change increase-s' '
r- I

no change no change

Increases Increases
.,.- '.

:;'

-' ",

decreases Increases . <

' \ .
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SECTION'B//

Write your answers toquestions-21to29'in~heanswerbook, Marks

~21 . (a) A box of mass 'lSkgisatrest.on a horizontal frictionless surface.
A force of 4·0 N'Is appliedtotheboxat an angle of26 0 to the horizontal.

, \

4·0N

'{i) Show that the horizontal componentofthis force is 3~6 N.

(ii) Calculate the accelerationofthe boxalong the'horizontal surface.

(iii) Calculate .~h~ h'b;i~~;~i~r di~t~~c~, travelled by the box in a time of
7·0s. 5 '

(b) The box is replaced-at rest at its startingposition.

The force <:>f ,4·0 N' 'is -now-applied tOI the boxat an angle of less than 26 0 to
\thehorizontal;

:4 ·0 N
____ . - ' ~ ~!lglelessthan 26_°\

The force is applied for a time of 7-O'sasbefore. '

How does the distance travelledby.the-boxcompare with .your answer to
part (a)(iii)?

Youmust justify your answer. 2

(7)

[Turn over
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22. (a) In an experiment- to- find the density of air, a student first measures the
mass of a flask full of air as shown below.

balance

The air is now removed-from the flaska.nd~th~11l~ssof-the evacuated flask
measured.

This procedure is repeated a number of -times and the following table of
measurements is obtained.

Experiment -number ~

1 2 3 4 5 6
-;,.

Mass offlask andairjkg O·87,~O., 0·8762 0·8748 0·8755 0·8760 0·8757

Mass of evacuated fli1$kjkg, 0·8722 0·8736 /0·8721 0-8728 0·8738 0·873-2-

Mass of air removedjkg

The volume of the flask is measured as 2·0 X 10-3 rrr',

(i) Copy and complete the bottom row of the table.

(ii) Calculate the mean mass of airirerrroved from the flask and the
random uncertainty. in this mean. Express the mean mass and the
random uncertainty in kilograms.

(iii) Use these measurements to calculate the density of air.

(iv) Another student carries out the-same experiment using a flask of
larger volume.

Explain why this is a better design for the experiment.

Marks

6
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Marks
22. (continued)

(b) The cylinder of a bicycle pump has alength of 360mm as shown in the
diagram,

"T'he outlet of the pump is sealed.

The piston is pushed inwards until -it is 160 mm from the outlet.

sealed 4.

out1et~

360mm

The initial pressureof the air in the -pump is 1·0 X 105 Pa.: .

(i) Assuming that the temperature of the air trapped in the cylinder
remains constant, calculate the final press:ure of the trapped air.

(ii) . State one other assumption you have made for this calculation.

(iii) U se the kine~i~mod~lto. explain wliat happens to the pressure of the
trappedairasits volume decreases. 5

[Turn Over
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1 \

Marks'
(

23. Beads of ~ liquid moving at high speed are:,u sed. to move threads in modern
weaving ,machines,

\

(a) In one design of machine, beads of water are accelerated by Jets of air as
shown in 'th e diagram.

.' jet Of~ir ead r
narrow of water

tube

..Eachbead has a mass of2 .sxto'kg.

--- When designing the machine, 'if>wasestitnated/that~achbeadof' water
would start from rest and experienceaconstant unbalanced force of 0·5 N
for a time of 3·0ms.

,(i) Calculate:

(A) ' the impulse on a beadofwater;

(B) the speed of the beadas itemerges from the tube.

. (ii) In practice the .force ona bead,varies.

The following graph shows how theacttl~runba.lan:cedforce exerted
on each bead of water varies with time. " ~, '

Force/N

3·0
________________-....;'lll....-_ time/ms

~ 0-·5 ' -----,.. --.;----------.----. ".

Use information from this graph to show that -the bead leaves the
~ tube witha speed equalto half of the value calculated in part (i)(B). 6

. .

(b) A-nother designof machine usesbeadsof oil.and two metal p'lates X and Y
" '

The potentialdifference between these plates is'S·O X 103v.
Each bead ofoil has a mass of 4·0 x 10-Skg and ··is given a negative charge
of 6·5 X 10-{)C.

.......bead of-oil , "

_ ._ . .- - + S;O>< l OjV
.'m etal:plates

OV'

charged bead of oil I
plate X . plateY

The bead accelerates from rest at plate X and passes through a hole in
plate Y

Neglecting air friction, calculate thespeed of the 'bead at plate Y

[X069/301] '~Pf:lge tuieloe, -
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Marks
24. (a) The following circuit isvused to measure .the e.m.f and the internal ~

resistance of a battery, ~/

.'--- -1 V

Readings of current and potential difference from 'th is circuit 'are ,usep to
produce the following graph.

-
r :·:

-c,

--
I·,',' l ",'

<c.
. '

'~ , f I '

~

.....
~ I ..·· -:»: I··::

~ ".... ....
..... r: ';

.... ','
....

IIlIIIIlI., 1""'lI ....

~
..co :"'!- ,- 'c,:' "....

-..
1II!Il ....

i""IlIlQ
~

r~

"
I :, "'- I'

I "~ 1·,"1":'-. ~

: 1\: . ' .. ~
t.; i"""~

j ~

~,

potential
difference/V

6·0

4·0

3·0

,"'2·0

1·0·

o 1·0 2·0 current/A .

Use information from the graph to find. '

''(I) the e.m.f. .ofthe b~ttery,;in volts; ,'
-: . " ' - - . " - . - l _

.. ' . . - .

(ii) the internal resistance of the battery. 3

(b) A 'car battery has ane.in.f;'Oi1~f~~;i~R"1:nterQ.;:l1(~l?istanceof 0·0500.
» : . -. . • " , .- -- . _ -.. ' - .- : c~ __~~~~y/~_: :~' _. : : 0::."':. ~ .<__~:~ :'~- _. ~;'.- -;_~\~~: ~~~{:~::- ~~.::~;!-3~.~'<~j;.'~~.? ·:~.:·; }:·.-.<~_i ~<;-; :-·~'~ ~__.-).,~.:- . ~ ...:-..\ ' -''- - ~;~~''_' '_ :':T--'<

(i) Calculate the -short circuit'currertt-~"f6f" :thi~ ,.b~tt~ry.
,

(ii) The batteryis-.llJ)w~onnectedinserieswitha lamp. The resistance
of the.l~mp-is2·SQ. Calculate the power dissipated iri the lamp. 5

(8)

[Turn over
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Marks
25. (a) The following diagram shows a circuit that IS used to investigate the

charging of a capacitor.

A

~o~.....F ...... 1.5 kn .....--....-
S

..,...
6·0V:

The capacitor is initially uncharged./

'The capacitor has a capacitance of 470 JlF and the resistor has a resistance
of 1·5kn.

The battery, has an e.m.f. of 6·0 V and negligible internal resistance.

(i) Switch S is now closed. What is the initial current in the circuit?

(ii) How much energyis stored in the capacitor when it is fully charged?

(iii) What change could be made to this circuit to ensure that the same
capacitor stores m.ore energy? 5

(b) A capacitor .is used to provide the energy for an electronic flash in a
camera.

When the flash is fired, 6·35 X 10--3J ,of the stored .energy is emitted as
light.

The mean value of the frequency of photons of light from the flash
is S·SOx1014 H z. . . .

Calculate the number of photons emittedineachflash of light. 3

(8)

[X069/301]
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Marks
.26. (a) An op-amp is connected ina circuit -as shownbelow,

l·6Mn

20kn

-18mV

(i) In which mode is the op-ampoperating?

(ii) A voltage of -18 m V is connected to the input. Calculate the output
voltage ~.

(iii) The supplyvoltageis now reduced from ±l5 V. to ±l2 V.

State any effect this change has on the output voltage. You must
justify your answer.

(b) A student connects an op-amp as shown in the following diagram. An
alternating voltage of peak value 5·0 V is connected to the input as shown.

4

lOV

OV

lOkn

~12V

The sketch below shows the student's attempt to draw the corresponding
output voltage.

20V

lOV

-

."'
~,

~

OV

State the two mistakes in the student's sketch.

[X069j30l] Pagefifteen .
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Marks
27. · (a) Light of wavelength 486 X 10-~m 18 viewedrusing ·a ~rating with a slit

spacing of 2·16 X 10-6m~

Calculate the angle between th·e·~eI}tralmaximumand the second order
maximum, ' 2

(b) A ray of monochromatic light passesTrorn air into a block.of glass as
v

shown.

normal- -

normal: X

(i) Using information from the diagram, .show that the refractive index 
of the glass for this light is 1·61.

(ii) Show by calculation whether-the ray is totally internally reflected at .
point X.

) .

4

(6») -

[X069/301] ,
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Marks
28. (a) In a laser, ,the light isproduced by sti,mulatedemission-of;;radiation.

Explain the term "stimulated:'emission" jbymaking reference tothe en~rgy

levels in atoms. 2

(b) A laser beam is shone on to ascreen which is marked.with a grid.
1: / . - -

The beam produces a uniformly:litspotof radiusS'Dt) X 10-4 m asshown.

(i)

(ii)

'The intensity of the spot of light on the screen is 1020 W m-2
•- .

-C alcu late the power.of. thelaserbeam.

The distance between the.screen' andthe laseris now doubled.

State how ,theradiusof·thespotnow,compareswith the one shown in
the .diagram.

You must justify your answer. 5

(7)

[Turn over
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Marks
29. (a) The following statement representsa nuclearreaction,

239 . 1 '137 100 " 1
Pu + n -~ 52 T e > + 42 M o + ~ 3 0.' · n + energy- 94 ,.0

The total mass of the p-articles before the reaction is 3~9842x 10-27kg and
the total mass of the particles .after the 'reactiQn i83-9825 X 10-27 kg.

(i) State and explain whether this reaction is spontaneousorinduced,

(ii) Calculate the energy, in joules, releasedby this reaction. 3

(b) A radioactive source is used to irradiate a sample of tissue of mass 0·50 kg.

The tissue absorbs 9·6~x 10-:5J.of energy from the radiation emitted from
/ . .: " ' f"" 0 __, · ' • • " ' .

the source.

The radiation has a quality factor of 1.

(i) Calculate the absorbed dosereceivedbythe tissue.

(ii) Calculate the dose 'equ ivalentreceivedbythe tissue. ,

(iii) Placing a sheet of lead-between the source and the tissue would have
reduced the dose received by the tissue.

The half-value thickness of.lead for this radiation is 40mm.

Calculate -the thickness of .lead ..which ~()uld'ha:ve limited the
. absorbed dose to oneeighthofthevah.lecakulated.illpart .(b)(i). 5

(8)

[END ,O F QU~~TIONPAPER]
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